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Abstract

A coding partition of a set of words partitions this set into classes
such that whenever a sequence, of minimal length, has two distinct
factorizations, the words of these factorizations belong to the same
class. The canonical coding partition is the finest coding partition
that partitions the set of words in at most one unambiguous class and
other classes that localize the ambiguities in the factorizations of finite
sequences.

We prove that the canonical coding partition of a regular set con-
tains a finite number of regular classes and we give an algorithm for
computing this partition. From this we derive a canonical decomposi-
tion of a regular monoid into a free product of finitely many regular
monoids.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we call code a set of finite words. An important class of
codes is the class of Uniquely Decipherable (UD) codes. This property
allows the decoding of a sequence of concatenated code words. Nevertheless,
some classes of codes are used in information theory although they are not
uniquely decipherable (see for instance [8], [10] and [12]). The condition of
unique decipherability can also be weakened by considering that it applies
only to codes with constraints (see [1]) or to codes with a constraint source
(see [4], [7]). In [7], the classification of ambiguities of codes is investigated
in the study of natural languages. From a combinatorial point of view, the
study of ambiguities helps to understand the structure of a code.

To this purpose, the notions of coding partition and canonical coding
partition of a code were introduced in [3] to study some decipherability con-
ditions that are weaker than the unique decipherability. A coding partition
is a partition of a code such that if a message z ∈ X+ has two distinct
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factorizations z = x1x2 · · ·xs = y1y2 · · · yt into code words and if z is of
minimal length with this property, then the code words xi, yj belong to a
same class of the partition.

The notion of coding partition generalizes that of UD code: indeed UD
codes correspond to the extremal case in which each class contains exactly
one element. In general, for codes that are not UD , the notion of coding
partition allows to recover ”unique decipherability” at the level of classes
of the partition. In other words, such a notion gives a tool to localize the
ambiguities for a code that is not UD : indeed the ambiguities are localized
inside each class of the partition and a kind of mutual unambiguity holds
between the different classes.

By taking into account the natural ordering between the partition of
a set X, where finer is higher, we have that the coding partitions form a
complete lattice. As a consequence, given a code X, we can define the finest
coding partition P of X. It is called the characteristic partition of X and it
is denoted by P (X).

The structure of P (X) gives useful information about coding properties
of X. In particular the extremal case in which each class of P (X) is a
singleton corresponds to UD codes. The opposite extremal case in which
P (X) contains only one class, and the code X contains more than one word,
gives rise to the definition of Totally Ambiguous (TA) codes. Such consid-
erations lead to define a canonical decomposition of a code in at most one
unambiguous component and in a (possibly empty) set of TA components.

Remark that the notion of coding partition is related to some special
cases of the notion of F-factorization, introduced in [9].

In [3] it is given a Sardinas-Patterson like algorithm for computing the
canonical coding partition of a finite code.

In this paper, we firstly prove that the canonical coding partition of a
regular code has a finite number of classes, each one being regular. This
result was conjectured in [3]. We give an exponential time algorithm for
computing all classes of the partition which is based on automata construc-
tions. At last we give an algebraic setting of this result: we show, exhibiting
a canonical decomposition, that a regular monoid can be expressed as a free
product of at most one regular free monoid and finitely many (possibly zero)
regular freely indecomposable monoids.

2 Partitions of a code

Let A be a finite alphabet. We denote by A∗ the set of finite words over
the alphabet A, and by A+ the set of non-empty finite words. A code X is
here a subset of A+. Its elements are called code words, the elements of X∗

messages .
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Let X be a code and let

P = {Xi | i ∈ I}

be a partition of X i.e.:
⋃

i∈I Xi = X and Xi ∩ Xj = ∅, for i 6= j.
A P -factorization of a message w ∈ X+ is a factorization w = z1z2 · · · zt,

where

• ∀i zi ∈ X+
k , for some k ≥ 1

• if t > 1, zi ∈ X+
k ⇒ zi+1 /∈ X+

k , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1.

The partition P is called a coding partition if any element w ∈ X+ has
a unique P -factorization, i.e. if

w = z1z2 · · · zs = u1u2 · · ·ut,

where z1z2 · · · zs, u1u2 · · ·ut are P -factorizations of w, then s = t and
zi = ui for i = 1, . . . , s.

We say that a partition P is concatenatively independent if, for i 6= j,

X+
i ∩ X+

j = ∅.

A necessary condition for a partition P to be a coding partition, is that P
is concatenatively independent moreover the trivial partition P = {X} is
always a coding partition.

Le x be a word. A factorization of x is a sequence of words (xi)1≤i≤s

such that x = x1x2 · · ·xs. Let X be a code. A relation is a pair of factor-
izations x1x2 · · ·xs = y1y2 · · · yt into code words of a same message z ∈ X+;
the relation is said non-trivial if the factorizations are distinct. In the se-
quel, when no confusion arises, sometimes we will denote by z both the
”word” z and the relation x1x2 · · ·xs = y1y2 · · · yt. We say that the relation
x1x2 · · ·xs = y1y2 · · · yt is prime if for all i < s and for all j < t one has
x1x2 · · ·xi 6= y1y2 · · · yj .

In [3] is proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let P = {Xi | i ∈ I} be a partition of a code X. The partition
P is a coding partition iff for every prime relation x1x2 · · ·xs = y1y2 · · · yt,
the code words xi, yj belong to the same component of the partition.

Example 1. We consider the code X = {00, 0010, 1000, 11}. Clearly the
words 00, 0010 and 1000 belong to a same set in the canonical coding parti-
tion since

001000 = 00 · 1000 = 0010 · 00

is a prime relation.
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Recall that there is a natural partial order between the partitions of a
set X: if P1 and P2 are two partitions of X, P1 ≤ P2 if the elements of P1

are unions of elements of P2. In [3] is proved the next theorem.

Theorem 2. The set of the coding partitions of a code X is a complete
lattice.

As a consequence of previous theorem we can give the next definition.
Given a code X, the finest coding partition P of X is called the characteristic
partition of X and it is denoted by P (X).

A code X is called ambiguous if it is not UD . It is called totally ambiguous
(TA) if |X| > 1 and P (X) is the trivial partition: P (X) = {X}.

So UD codes and TA codes correspond to the two extremal cases: a code
is UD if |P (X)| = |X| and a code is TA if |P (X)| = 1 and |X| > 1.

Let X be a code and let P (X) be the characteristic partition of X. Let
X0 be the union of all classes of P (X) having only one element, i.e. of
all classes Z ∈ P (X) such that |Z| = 1. The code X0 is a UD code and
is called the unambiguous component of X. From P (X) one then derives
another partition of X

PC(X) = {Xi | i ≥ 0},

where {Xi | i ≥ 1} is the set of classes of P (X) of size greater than 1. If
there are such sets Xi with i ≥ 1, then they are TA (see[3]). They are
called the TA components of X. By Theorem 1 we have that PC(X) is
a coding partition (indeed PC(X) ≤ P (X)) and it is called the canonical
coding partition of X: it defines a canonical decomposition of a code X
in at most one unambiguous component and a (possibly empty) set of TA
components. Roughly speaking, if a code X is not UD , then its canonical
decomposition, on one hand separates the unambiguous component of the
code (if any), and, on the other, localizes the ambiguities inside the TA
components of the code. On the contrary, if X is UD , then its canonical
decomposition contains only the unambiguous component X0. Moreover if
X is UD then every partition of X is a coding partition.

In [3] is given a Sardinas-Patterson like algorithm for computing the
canonical coding partition of a finite code X.

Example 2. We consider again the code X = {00, 0010, 1000, 11}. The
canonical partition of X is X0 = {11}, X1 = {00, 0010, 1000}. Note that X
is not a UD code.

In [3] it is proved the next result.

Theorem 3. Given a regular code X and a partition P = {X1, . . . , Xn} of
X such that Xi, for i = 1, . . . , n, is a regular set, it is decidable whether P
is a coding partition of X.
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Moreover, again in [3], it was conjectured that if X is regular, the number
of classes of PC(X) is finite and each class of PC(X) is a regular set.

The conjecture will be proved in the next section and, as corollary, we will
extend Theorem 3 proving that is decidable whether a partition, verifying
the same hypothesis of Theorem 3, is the canonical coding partition.

3 Coding partition of a regular code

In this section, we consider a regular code X.
We say that a coding partition of a code is finite if it has a finite number

of components. We say that a coding partition of a code is regular if all
the components of the partition are regular. The following theorem gives a
positive answer to the previous conjecture.

Theorem 4. The canonical partition of a regular code is finite and regular.
Its classes can be effectively computed.

Given a coding partition P = {Xi | i ∈ I} of a code X ⊆ A+, the
condition that every word w ∈ X+ admits a unique P -factorization has a
natural algebraic interpretation in terms of free product of submonoids.

Let M be a monoid generated by submonoids Mλ, λ ∈ Λ. If every
element of M has a unique expression of the form m1m2 · · ·mr where r ≥ 0,
ε 6= mi ∈ Mλi

, λi 6= λi+1, then M is the free product of the Mλ’s.
We say that a monoid M is freely indecomposable if M cannot be ex-

pressed as a free product of nontrivial monoids.
Since any submonoid of M of A∗ has a unique minimal set of generators

X = (M − 1) − (M − 1)2, where 1 is the empty word (see [2]), we get an
equivalent formulation of Theorem 4:

Theorem 5. Any regular submonoid M ⊆ A∗ admits a canonical decompo-
sition into a free product of at most one regular free submonoid and finitely
many (possibly zero) regular freely indecomposable submonoids.

As a corollary of Theorem 4, we get the following extension of Theorem 3.

Corollary 6. Given a regular code X and a regular partition P = {X1, X2,
. . . , Xn} of X, it is decidable whether P is the canonical coding parition
of X.

Note that this corollary extends the problem of decidability of the uniquely
decipherability of a regular set (see [2], [6]).

In order to prove Theorem 4, we give some definitions on finite automata
(see for instance [5], [11], [13, 14] for more details).

A (finite) automaton A = (Q, I, E, T ) is made of a finite set of states Q,
a set of edges E labelled on an alphabet A, a set of initial states I and a
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set of final states T . We shall also consider automata labelled in A∗. A
successful path is a path going from a state of I to a state of T . The set of
labels of successful paths is the language accepted (or language recognized)
by the automaton. An automaton is trim if, for any state p, there is a path
from an initial state to p and there is path from p to some final state.

An automaton is unambiguous if for any word z, any states p, q, there is
at most one path going from p to q and labelled by z.

A normalized automaton is an unambiguous automaton A = (Q, I, E, T )
with I = {0}, T = {t} with t 6= 0, and which has no edge coming in 0 and
no edge going out of t. Any regular language is accepted by an unambiguous
(resp. normalized) automaton.

Let A = (Q, {0}, E, {t}) be a normalized finite automaton that accepts
the language X. Let B = (Q−{t}, {0}, F, {0}) be the automaton with edges

F = {(p, a, q) | (p, a, q) ∈ E and q 6= t} ∪ {(p, a, 0) | (p, a, t) ∈ E}.

We define the automaton A∗ as the trim part of B. It accepts the lan-
guage X∗.

Let p be a state of an automaton. We call p-simple path a path of
the automaton A from p to p in which the state p is never crossed. Each
non p-simple path of A from p to p can be uniquely decomposed into a
concatenation of p-simple paths.

Proposition 7. Let A be a normalized automaton accepting a code X. The
automaton A∗ is unambiguous if and only if X is UD. Moreover if A∗ is am-
biguous, each label of two distinct paths from 0 to 0 is a non-trivial relation
in X.

Proof. We refer [2] or [11] for the first statement. Let us show the sec-
ond statement. Let us assume that A∗ is ambiguous. Let z be the label
of two distinct paths from 0 to 0. These two paths have two decomposi-
tions into 0-simple paths labelled xi and yj respectively, with n, m ≥ 0 and
z = x1x2 · · ·xn = y1y2 · · · ym. By construction of A∗, xi, yj ∈ X. Let us
assume that the sequences x1, . . . , xn and y1, . . . , ym are equal. Since A is
unambiguous, this implies that the two paths are equal, a contradiction.
Hence x1x2 · · ·xs = y1y2 · · · yt is a non-trivial relation in X.

Let A = (Q, I, E, T ) be a finite automaton. We define the automaton
A×A = (Q×Q, I × I, E′, T × T ) called the square automaton of A, where
E′ = {(p, q)

a
−→ (p′, q′) | p

a
−→ p′ and q

a
−→ q′ ∈ E}.

The property of a trim automaton A of being unambiguous can be seen in
the square automaton of A as follows: a trim automaton A is unambiguous
if and only if the trim part of A×A is the diagonal of A×A ([13, Lemma
1.16 p. 82]).
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Proposition 8. Let A be a normalized automaton accepting a code X. A
word z is a non-trivial relation in X if and only if z is the label of a path
in A∗ ×A∗ from (0, 0) to (0, 0) in which a state (p, q) with p = 0, q 6= 0 or
q = 0, p 6= 0 is crossed at least one time. Furthermore, a word z is a prime
relation if and only if z is the label of a (0, 0)-simple path in A∗ ×A∗ from
(0, 0) to (0, 0) in which a state (p, q) with p = 0, q 6= 0 or q = 0, p 6= 0 is
crossed at least one time.

Proof. Let x1x2 · · ·xn = y1y2 · · · ym = z be a non-trivial relation in X. By
definition of A∗, there are in A∗ two paths labelled by z from 0 to 0 of the
form

0 0 q1 0 0 q2 qr 0 0

0 p1 0 p2 p3 0 0 ps 0

x1
x2 x3

· · · xn

y1 y2
ym

Two paths between vertically aligned states have the same label and xi

(resp. yj) labels a 0-simple path in A∗. Two vertically aligned states (q, p)
which are not represented are such that p 6= 0 and q 6= 0. If pi 6= 0 for any
1 ≤ i ≤ s and qj 6= 0 for any 1 ≤ j ≤ r), then r = s = 0 and z is not a
non-trivial relation. Thus one has r ≥ 1 or s ≥ 1 and there is a path in
A∗ × A∗ from (0, 0) to (0, 0) in which a state (p, q) with p = 0, q 6= 0 or
q = 0, p 6= 0 is crossed at least one time. Furthermore, if this path is not
(0, 0)-simple, z is not a prime relation,

Conversely, let us assume that z is the label of a path c in A∗×A∗ from
(0, 0) to (0, 0) in which a state (p, q) with p = 0, q 6= 0 or q = 0, p 6= 0 is
crossed at least one time. This path projects onto two paths of A∗ from 0 to
0. Let (xi)1≤i≤n (resp. (yj)1≤j≤m) be the sequence of labels of the 0-simple
paths of the 0-simple-path decomposition of the first (resp. the second)
path. Let us assume that at some time the first path attains the state 0 and
the second one the state p 6= 0. Then (xi)1≤i≤n 6= (yj)1≤j≤m, and thus, as
z = x1x2 · · ·xn = y1y2 · · · ym, z is a non-trivial relation. Furthermore, if the
relation is not prime, the path c is not (0, 0)-simple.

Note that we have not used the fact that the automaton A is unambigu-
ous.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let A = (Q, {0}, E, {t}) be a normalized automaton
accepting the regular code X. We build the square automaton A∗×A∗ and
split the state (0, 0) into two states (0, 0)s and (0, 0)t such that the edges
previously going out of (0, 0) go out of (0, 0)s, and the edges previously
coming in (0, 0) come in (0, 0)t. Note that (0, 0)s has no incoming edges and
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(0, 0)t has no outgoing edges. Hence for each path from (0, 0)s to (0, 0)t, no
internal state is equal to (0, 0)s or (0, 0)t.

We keep in A∗ ×A∗ only the states belonging to a path from (0, 0)s to
(0, 0)t in which a state (p, q) with p = 0, q 6= 0 or p 6= 0, q = 0 is crossed at
least once. Hence a word z is of a prime relation if and only if z is the label
of a path from (0, 0)s to (0, 0)t.

By using the state-elimination technique due to J. Brzozowski and E.
McCluskey (see for instance [13, p. 142]), we remove the states (p, q) with
p and q distinct from 0 and get an automaton B labelled in regular subsets
of A∗ whose states are (0, 0)s, (0, 0)t, or a state (p, q) with p = 0, q 6= 0 or
p 6= 0, q = 0. There is at most one edge between two states and each label
is a regular non-empty subset of A∗. States (p, q) with p = 0 are called left-
zero states while states (p, q) with q = 0 are called right-zero states. Hence
(0, 0)s and (0, 0)t are both left and right-zero states.

A prime relation z = x1x2 · · ·xn = y1y2 · · · ym is the label of a path c
from (0, 0)s to (0, 0)t. We get from Proposition 8 that this path can be
factorized in a product of paths c1c2 . . . cn such that each ci is a path from
a left-zero state to a left-zero state (with n maximal with respect to this
condition) and xi is the label of ci for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Analogously, c can be
factorized in a product of paths d1d2 . . . dm such that each dj is a path from
a right-zero state to a right-zero state (with m maximal with respect to this
condition) and yj is the label of dj for 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

For each path c from (0, 0)s to (0, 0)t, let Xc be the set of above defined
words x1, . . . xn, y1, . . . , ym. Therefore Xc is a subset of a same class of the
canonical partition of X. Furthermore, if c, c′ are two paths from (0, 0)s to
(0, 0)t sharing the same first edge , then Xc ∪Xc′ is a subset of a same class
of the canonical partition of X. As a consequence, the number of classes of
the canonical partition of X is finite. It is bounded above by the number
of edges going out of (0, 0)s plus one. We show below that these classes are
regular and we give an algorithm to compute them.

We denote by E(p,q)(p′,q′) the regular set which is the label of the edge
(p, q) −→ (p′, q′). With a slight abuse of language, we sometimes say that
there is an edge labelled by a word w from a state (p, q) to a state (p′, q′)
whenever w ∈ E(p,q)(p′,q′).

We denote by LR (resp. RL) the set of edges going from a left-zero state
to a right-zero state (resp. going from a right-zero state to a left-zero state).

Let q, q′ be two states distinct from 0. We denote by

• L(q,0)(q′,0) the regular set of labels of paths from (q, 0) to (q′, 0) with
all their states being right-zero states.

• S(q,0)(q′,0) the union of the labels of all edges contained in a path from
(q, 0) to (q′, 0) with all their states being right-zero states.
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Note that we may have q = q′. In this case, L(q,0)(q′,0) contains the empty
word and S(q,0)(q′,0) may be the empty set.

Let e = (0, p) −→ (q, 0) ∈ LR, f = (q′, 0) −→ (0, p′) ∈ RL, with q 6= 0 and
q′ 6= 0. We define the regular sets

L = E(0,p)(q,0) · L(q,0)(q′,0) · E(q′,0)(0,p′) ∪ S(q,0)(q′,0),

Sef =























L if p 6= 0, p′ 6= 0,

L ∪ E(0,0)s(q,0) if p = 0, p′ 6= 0,

L ∪ E(q′,0)(0,0)t
if p 6= 0, p′ = 0,

L ∪ E(0,0)s(q,0) ∪ E(q′,0)(0,0)t
if p = p′ = 0.

where the dot symbol is the concatenation symbol.
Let

e = (0, p) −→ (q, 0) ∈ LR,

f = (r, 0) → (0, s) ∈ RL,

g = (0, t) −→ (u, 0) ∈ LR.,

with q, r, s, t distinct from 0. We define the regular set

Sefg = E(0,p)(q,0) · L(q,0)(r,0) · E(r,0)(0,s) ∪ E(r,0)(0,s) · L(0,s)(0,t) · E(0,t)(u,0).

We define similar sets Sef and Sefg when e, g ∈ RL and f ∈ LR by exchang-
ing the roles played by the left and right states.

We obtain a finite number of regular subsets of X. Some of these subsets
may have a non-empty intersection. We replace two parts having a non-
empty intersection by their union. Hence, after a finite number of steps we
get a finite number of regular subsets of X whose two by two intersections
are empty. We denote these sets by X1, X2, . . . , Xr. We define the set
X0 = X−

⋃r
i=1 Xi. We claim that (Xi)0≤i≤r is the canonical coding partition

of X, which proves the proposition.
To prove our claim, we show that any two code words that belong to a

same prime relation belong to a same component Xi.
Let z = x1x2 . . . xn = y1y2 . . . ym be a prime relation where xi, yj are

code words. It is the label of a path c from (0, 0)s to (0, 0)t in B which is
factorized in a product of paths c1c2 . . . cn such that each ci is a path labelled
by xi from a left-zero state to a left-zero state (with n maximal with respect
to this condition), and in a product of paths d1d2 . . . dm such that each dj

is a path labelled by yj from a right-zero state to a right-zero state (with m
maximal with respect to this condition) as follows

(0, 0) (0, p1) (q1, 0) (0, p2) (0, p3) (q2, 0) (qm−1, 0) (0, pn−1) (0, 0)
e1 e2 e3 e4 ek−1 ek

x1 x2 x3
· · ·

xn

y1 y2 ym
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with pi, qj 6= 0. We set p0 = pn = 0 and q0 = qm = 0. We denote by
(ei)1≤i≤k the sequence of edges of this path which belong either to RL or to
LR. By definition of the sets Seiei+1

and the sets Seiei+1ei+2
, we get that all

xi and all yj belong to a same set Xk.
Conversely, we prove that if two words x and y belong to a same set Xk,

then they belong to a same class of the canonical coding partition. Let us
assume that x and y belong to a same set Xk.

Let q, q′ be two non-null states in Q. We first show that if two words
y, y′ ∈ S(q,0)(q′,0), then y, y′ belong to a same class of the canonical coding
partition.

Since y, y′ ∈ S(q,0)(q′,0), there are in B two paths labelled xyz and x′y′z′,
with x, x′, z, z,′ ∈ A∗, containing respectively an edge labelled by y and an
edge labelled by y′, with the following form

(q, 0)
x
−→ (r, 0)

y
−→ (s, 0)

z
−→ (q′, 0),

(q, 0)
x′

−→ (t, 0)
y′

−→ (u, 0)
z′
−→ (q′, 0).

Since (q, 0) is accessible from (0, 0)s and (q′, 0) is co-accessible from (0, 0)t,
these paths can be extended in B with a path from (0, 0)s to (q1, 0) labelled
by a word v, and with a path from (q′, 0) to (0, 0)t labelled by a word w.
The resulting paths are

(0, 0)s
v
−→ (q, 0)

x
−→ (r, 0)

y
−→ (s, 0)

z
−→ (q′, 0)

w
−→ (0, 0)t,

(0, 0)s
v
−→ (q, 0)

x′

−→ (t, 0)
y′

−→ (u, 0)
z′
−→ (q′, 0)

w
−→ (0, 0)t.

Let for instance (0, 0)s
v1−→ (q1, 0) be the first edge of the path (0, 0)s

v
−→ (q, 0).

Hence v1 and y belong to a same prime relation, and v1 and y′ belong to a
same prime relation. As a consequence y, y′ belong to a same class of the
canonical coding partition.

Let now x and y be two words in Sef , with e = (0, p) −→ (q, 0) ∈ LR and
f = (q′, 0) → (0, p′) ∈ RL. We consider the first case in the definition of
Sef . For instance, one may assume that

x ∈ E(0,p)(q,0) · L(q,0)(q′,0) · E(q′,0)(0,p′),

y ∈ S(q,0)(q′,0).

It follows that there is in B a path labelled by x starting with e, ending
with f , and containing an edge labelled by y′ ∈ S(r,0)(s,0) which has the
following form

(0, p) → (q, 0) → . . . → (r, 0)
y′

−→ (s, 0) → . . . → (q′, 0) → (0, p′).

Since (0, p) is accessible from (0, 0)s and (0, p′) is co-accessible from (0, 0)t,
this path can be extended in C by a path from (0, 0)s to (0, p) labelled by
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a word v and, by a path from (0, p′) to (0, 0)t labelled by a word w. The
resulting path is

(0, 0)s
v
−→ (0, p) → (q, 0) → . . . → (r, 0)

y′

−→ (s, 0) . . . (q′, 0) → (0, p′)
w
−→ (0, 0)t.

This defines a prime relation containing the words x and y′. Since y and y′

belong to a same class of the canonical coding partition, x and y also.
We consider similarly all cases in the definitions of Sef and Sefg to

conclude that a each set Sef (resp. each set Sefg) is included in a class
of the canonical coding partition.

Note that the computation of the sets Sef and Sefg can be performed
in polynomial time. Nevertheless, since it is necessary to compute some
intersections to get the automata accepting the classes Xi, the computation
of the components Xi for i 6= 0 cannot be achieved in polynomial time.

Example 3. We consider the code X = a + bb + c + ad∗b + bc∗bb. The
unambiguous finite state automaton A∗ = (Q, {0}, E, {0}) accepting the set
X∗ is described in Figure 1. The square automaton A∗ ×A∗ is described in

0 3

1 2

a

c

d c

a b
b

b
b

b

Figure 1: An automaton accepting X∗. This automaton is obtained by
merging the initial and final states of a normalized unambiguous automaton
accepting X.

Figure 2, and the automaton B in Figure 3. By the definition of the sets
Sef , for

e = (0, 0)s
a
−→ (1, 0) and f = (1, 0)

b
−→ (0, 3),

we get
Sef = {a, ab}.

With
e = (0, 1)

b
−→ (2, 0) and f = (2, 0)

bb
−→ (0, 0)t,

we have
Sef = bc∗bb + c + bb,
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0, 0s

1, 0

0, 1

0, 3

3, 0

2, 3

3, 2

0, 2

2, 0

3, 3 0, 0t

a

a

b

b

b

b

b

b

c

c

b

b

b

b
b

b

b

Figure 2: The square automaton A∗ ×A∗ labelled in A. We only keep the
states belonging to paths going from (0, 0)s to (0, 0)t through at least one
state (p, q) with p = 0, q 6= 0 or p 6= 0, q = 0.

where the symbol + denotes the union of regular languages.
With

e = (0, 0)s
a
−→ (0, 1) f = (0, 1)

b
−→ (2, 0), and g = (2, 0)

bb
−→ (0, 0)t,

We get
Sefg = ab + bc∗bb.

The computation gives the canonical partition (X0, X1) of X with

X0 = ad+b,

X1 = a + ab + bb + c + bc∗bb.

When the code X is not regular, even when context-free, the canoni-
cal coding partition may have an infinite number of classes, as shows the
following example.

Example 4. Let
X = ∪n≥1 (anb + anbcn + cnanb).

The code X is context free and its canonical coding partition is (Xi)i≥1

with Xi = aib + aibci + ciaib for i ≥ 1 and X0 = ∅. Indeed, ∀i ≥ 1,
aibciaib = aib · ciaib = aibci · aib is a prime relation. Furthermore one can
easily verify that there are not other prime relations.

It is also possible to get a finite canonical coding partition with non-
regular classes.

Example 5. Let X be a code, for instance a non-regular uniquely decipher-
able code. Let Y be the code

Y = {ax, xb | x ∈ X} + {a, b},
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0, 0s

1, 0

0, 1

0, 3

3, 0

0, 2

2, 0

0, 0t

a

a

b

b

b

b

b

b

c

c

bb

bb

bb

bb

Figure 3: The automaton B labelled in the set of non-empty regular subsets
of A∗. The right-zero states distinct from (0, 0)s and (0, 0)t are represented
in light gray. The two states (0, 0)s and (0, 0)t are represented in dark gray.
Edges in RL are represented with thin lines while edges in LR are represented
with thick lines. Edges going from a left-zero state to a left-zero state or
from a right-zero state to a right-zero state are dashed. By definition of B,
there is no edge from (0, 0)s and (0, 0)t.

where a, b are two symbols which do not appear in the words of X. The
canonical coding partition of Y is made of a unique class since axb = ax ·b =
a · xb. Such a code is TA. Let for instance X = {anbncn | n ≥ 1}. It is
context-free and not regular. The code Y , equal to the unique class of its
canonical coding partition, is TA and not regular.

4 Conclusion

We have proved that the components of the canonical coding partition of a
regular code are regular and we have given an algorithm based on automata
for computing these components. In [3] is given an algorithm, which follows
a Sardinas-Patterson scheme, for computing the components of the canon-
ical coding partition of a finite code. The hypothesis that the code X is
finite intervene in the algorithm. Similarly, there are mainly two types of
algorithms for checking whether a regular code is UD . One is the Sardinas-
Patterson algorithm. Another one is based on automata and uses the square
of an automaton like in the algorithm presented in this paper. The same
situation holds for checking whether a code is a circular code (see [2]). So,
it is natural to conjecture that there is also a Sardinas-Patterson like algo-
rithm for computing the components of the canonical coding partition of a
regular code. This algorithm would extend the one described in [3] which is
valid for finite codes.
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